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ITINERARY
Note the following itinerary is subject to change. Please attend to instructions by tour leaders.

Friday, 6 August
16h30 Meet at Urquhart Park, Graaff-Reinet
17h00 Depart for Valley of Desolation

For a panoramic view over the townfrom the toposcope. Please consolidate in vehicles. Return after
sunset,18h00.

19h30 Dinner in the Billiard Room, Graaff-Reinet Club
for 20h00 Dinner in the gracious old Club on Te l(ater Sstreet, opposite the Dutch Reformed church is hosted by

the Graaff-Reinet Heritage Society and prepared by the Methodist Ladies. Please note there will be a
cash bar.
Talk by Peter Whitlock and Guido Lugtenburg.

Saturday 7 August
09h15 Depart Urquhart Park.

In private vehicles - please consolidate. Take Murray Street north, direction Middelburg. 27lon out of
G-R, turn left towards Nieu Bethesda. Follow the lead carfrom this point - the convoy to wait at the
turn-off.

10h00 Lekoog, Nieu Bethesda
11h00 Visit to the Owl House

Entry fee is included in tour subscription.
12h30 Lunch, Nieu Bethesda

Various local venues will provide lunch. The group is to be split into smaller parties by some democratic
or autocratic means! Depart at I3h30, strictly in convoy -follow the lead car.

14h30 Lettskraal
Bring afternoon tea along. Depart 15h30

16h30 Arrive Graaff-Reinet
19h30 Dinner at Dutch Reformed Church hall
for 20h00 Catered by Annelies Groenewald. Bring your own wine and drink along.

Sundayr 8 August
09h15 Depart Urquhart Park by bus
09h45 Rietvlei

Bring along morning tea. Depart 11h00.
i lh30 Tour of Graaff-Reinet by bus
12hi0 Picnic lunch.

Bring your own. Venue to be qnnounced.

14h00 Continue tour of Graaff-Reinet.
Return to Urquhart Park at I 5h00.

18h30 Reinet House Museum
lisit to the museum complex, in the company of the GraaffReinet Heritage Society

19h30 Dinner at the Drostdy.
Details to be announced..

Monday,9 August
09h20 Depart Urquhart Park, in private transport

Leave G-R along Church Street, direction Aberdeen. 2km after crossing the bridge over the Sundays
river, turn left on the PE road. After approx. I km, turn right at the "Wolwas" sign. Turn left at the T-
junction, then right at thefirst gate, to the red-roofed house.

09h30 Rouvierville
Depart for Aberdeen I 0h3 0.

11h00 Aberdeen
A brief visit to Aberdeen, 56kmfrom G-R. lk will be met by Jeanne Watermeyer, of the Aberdeen
Publicity Association. Meet in front of the church, at the intersection of Church and Grey streets.
DepartAberdeen 12h00.
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GRAAFF.REINET

Historic Overview

The early, Dutch, residents of this area were governed from the Cape and so had to resort to long and costly

joumeys by ox-wagon to Swellendam or Stellenbosch to attend court cases, often returning to find there

stoct stoten or families murdered. Consequently they partitioned the Governor to establish a new Drostdy.

1785

1786

1797

1803

1804
1812

1821

1840

r872

Governor C.J.van de Graaff recommends the formation of a new Drostdy east of

Swellendam, which is named Graaff-Reniet after him and his wife, Reinet. It is the

fourth and last district to be established by the VOC.

Herman Otto Woeke, from Stellenbosch, is named Landdrost

Woeke establishes a Drostdy built on the site of Dirk Coetzee's two farms in the curve

of the Sundays River. The site is chosen because of its fertile soil and abundance of

running water.
The settlement gets off to a slow start due to border warfare with the Xhosa's, anarchy

reigned and there was even a shortlived Republic. There was also very little money

unuilubl" from the now financially embarrassed VOC and the Landdrost was told to

generate his own funds.
ih"t" were just a handful of meagre mud huts, even the gaol was so badly built that

prisoners escaped! The original reed and clay farmhouse of Dirk Coetzee was used as

the first Drostdy.
The Batavian Republic decide to upgrade the settlement, General Janssens visits and

makes an effort to achieve p€ace. At this stage there are about 20 houses built in a

straight line with the official buildings, the Drostdy and the barracks, built by the

English in 1797, at either end. Stockenstrom is installed as new Landddrost.

The decision is made to build a proper Drostdy and a new church'

There are now 75 houses in the growing town, mostly built along Parsonage, Church and

Craddock Streets, and the first citrus trees have been planted along the streets.

The town now numbers some 300 houses and there are trees, orchards and vineyards, all

watered by irrigation canals down the main streets. However they are too far away to be

able to function as a market town, once a yeat a trip is made to Cape Town to barter

skins, feathers, salted butter and soap for groceries and other necessities.

Now the 4s largest town in colony and known as the 'emporium of the north'.

After the Great Trek saw the departure of the Dutch farmers to beyond the Orange

River, the development of Port Elizabeth as a commercial harbour serving the new

diamond mines, Graaff- Reinet grew in importance as a staging post and commercial

centre bringing in many immigrants from Germany, Holland and George Greys English

settlers of i858.
This changed the character of the town from a 'Dutch' rural village to a denser town

populated by craftsmen and trades people with its attendant banks, commercial

operations, schools etc.
The establishment of the town's botanical gardens is important not only as it brought

Graaff- Reinet into contact with gardens in Cape Town, Kew and all over the globe, but

because the gardens promoted the planting of trees around the town, some 865 trees

were planted in one year which obviously changed the character of the town even

furthei. Fund raising activities for the gardens also served as social features in the town's

activities.
The town is now laid out in it's orderly grid pattern with houses fronting streets that are

lined with Orange Trees and Oleanders and fruitful gardens behind. Irrigation canals

have been laid to water virtually all the plots at some stage of the day and the town is

renowned for it's beautiful gardens 'the pearl upon the dunghill'. Railway arrives (this

gave an economic boost after the 1860's depression but, being a dead-end terminus led

to the eventual demise of GRcommercially)
Becornes leader in the introduction of Merino and Angora sheep as well as a service and

edtrcation centre.

t879



1986 With the restoration of the about 200 historic buildings (more than any other town or city

in South Africa) G-R becomes a tourist centre.

ln the 19ft Century buildings were not subject to town planning or building regulations. Interestingly R
Lewcock observes that the orientation is East - West and Market Square has been sited far away from the
public offices and church, possibly inspired by Stellenbosch. Andries Stockenstrom would seem to be the
person responsible for the present layout of the town.

Architectural Styles

The Sneeuberg farmhouse.
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lf, ce-m.nr-y trekboer farmhouse, as depicted by Burchell
-.ar@lll W 1986

Tfus us :ire earliest of the European inspired buildings in the area. Built between 1780 and i 830 they were,

rJ ruof,ry'. umpetentious wattle and daub longhouses subdivided into aparbments for living, or storage of
smgmil @d fb€d.

Gfulcd " rched residences.
Sinoe fuEh, timber and the necessary artisans would have had to be imported into the area few citizens

could afu rbe elegant gabled residences of the Cape. However contemporary photographs show that

thEre qqe in fact many such dwellings in Graaff Reinet though, unfortunately many of them burnt down

or fell into direpair over the years, often losing their thatch and gables. Around the 1820's these would

have becn the typical, one room deep, letter of the alphabet shaped Cape Dutch houses with casement
windors wift soli4 external shutters. After the 1840-50's though the new houses would have been more

British inspire4 two room deep, thatched with simpler gables and Georgian style joinery. Variations on

these gabled houses were built in and around Graaff Reinet late into the 19h century, much later than in the

Cape.
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Single-storey flat roofed dwellings.
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Plan and street elevation of a typical townhouse, 46 Bourke Street
Lantern, July 1986

These are the typical, symmetrical, squared off, flat roof'ed houses of the Karoo and represent about 70o/o of
Graaff-Reinet's older homes. R Lewcock refers to them as 'climatically adaptable architecture, achieved
by the employment of relatively primitive building techniques and crude materials.'Eric Vos says'Put
together with a fine feeling of proportion, these elements produce a simple style of dignity and charm.'

Graaff- Reinet has many rows of these single storeycottages which seem to have been built from 1850
onwards when the town was the inland commercial centre for the colony. Many artisans came in from
Europe and brought with them modern innovations such as galvanised roofs and latticed trellis work. Many
of them could only afford humble dwellings and together with the chronic shortage of land these rows of
houses had to suffice.

Graaff-Reinet's streets are defined by these houses, built close to the site boundary, connected by walls to

Typical Graaff-Reinet fl at-roofed townhouses
Left: no 10, Parsonage Street, painting by Norah Massey,
Right: Cottage in Cradock Street
Lantern, July 1986
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Architectural Features

Front Doors
Typically houses face the street with the front wall parallel and very close to the pavement. The door will

be in the centre with symmetrical, identical widows on both sides. The front doors would be vertically
divided 6 or 8 panelled and have elaborate fan lights, often of teak, yellowwood or Oregon pine.

Doors would often have fanlights giving the front door a vertical, grandly scaled proportion. Fanlights
were often elaborately designed as the central architectural feature ofthe facede.

Windows
Except where windows have been replaced those with the smallest individual panes will be the oldest
houses, small sheets of glass were easier to manufacture and transport. The closer the windows are to the
outside of the wall, the older the house.
Casement windows would have been small paned and fitted flush to the outside wall. This left room for a
window seat in the depth of the wall, with internal shutters folding back against the reveals
Sash windows would have been set back into the wall with more rectangular panes and often panelled
interior shutters. Outer shutters would have been full height and louvered.
Shutters were indispensable in such a hot, dry climate. They would have been thrown open in the early pre-

dawn to let in cool, damp air, then shut once the sun rose to trap the air inside and keep out the hot dry air
of daytime.
The tops of windows were generally built to the same height as the top of the fanlight.

Decoration
The earliest examples will have thick, heavily plastered, whitewashed walls while there are often
decorative surrounds to the doors and windows consisting of raised and moulded plaster bands above and
down each side.
The later Georgian influenced houses would have rustication, pilasters either side of the front doors and
often at intervals along the fagade.
During the Victorian period fretwork and broekie lace verandahs were added.

Roofs
If these are pitched then they would originally have been thatched and would only have covered the front
rooms. Rooms built behind would have been flat-roofed and sloping to the back to allow rain run-off.
Kitchens were built on at the very rear so that the chimney would be as far as possible from the thatch.
Small reservoirs were built around the town with water conduits to provide water in the case of fire.
The low annual rainfall and absence of snow meant that pitched roofs could be dispensed with and houses
often utilised sloping, flat roofs. Flat roofs were initially 'brakdakke', puddle clay on reeds supported by
beams, however these were replaced by comrgated iron as it was easier to waterproof and fire resistant.

Cornices
If the front rooms have a flat roof sloping to the rear then there is usually a comice facing the road.
Sometimes these are stepped up to a high point above the door, sometimes in the form of a low pediment.

Symmetry
This style of architecture was widely used in the 19fr Century in Europe and houses of this period would be
well balanced. For instance, if a stoep room were to be added on one side it would be balanced with
another on the other side.
The proportions of these houses would have been strictly worked out by the builder/architect hence the
towns pleasing homogeneity.

Walls
The houses were built with 30cm thick outer walls to help insulate them against the heat and the 10cm
brandsolder also helped with this.

Stoeps



Before damp courses could be laid it was important to build the house as far above the damp earth as

possible. This meant that doors had to be approached by steps and over time the top step was enlarged to

lor* u stoep. Many of these were enclosed in Victorian times with an elegantly curved comrgated iron

roof supported on iron pillars and'broekie'lace.
The stoeps formed a social function as the residents would sit out in the cool of evening and interact with

neighbours and passers by.
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Map of Graaff_Reinet by Thompson, 1823, showing the main residential development along Church and Cradock
Streets. The neat symmetrical layout of the town with the houses lining the streets and extensive gardens behind
remains a strong feature of the plan. The horseshoe encirclement of the Sundays River is a clear structuring feature of
the plan. Note Parsonage Street, the short street contained between Church Street and Murray Streets, with the
Drostdy and Parsonage (Reinet house) as respective focal points at either end - a subliminal piece of urban design.
Lantern, July 1986



Reinet House
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The building is thought to have been started in 1806, and completed by 1812. The back stoep is added in
1820, together with the pattemed cobblestone courtyard and gracefully curved flight of steps. In 1822,
Rev Andrew Murray moves in, and stays till his death in 1866. He is succeeded by his son, the Revd
Charles Murray, and he in turn by his sister, Miss Helen Murray, the principal of the Midlands Seminary.

From 1906 it was used as a student hostel, under the name Reiner House. ln 1944 it fell into disuse, and
the front gable collapsed. It was then bought by the Publicity Association and transferred to the
Municipality.

The first restoration, overseen by the architect Norman Eaton, followed in 1950 - the first of G-R's
tustoric buildings to be properly restored. The restoration was a prototype of modern restoration practice,
based on historic research and the faithful recreation of the original building. In 1954 it was opened to the
public as the Graaff-Reinet Museum.

The Parsonage was built, possibly to designs by Thibault, after the plans of the larger Boland farms. H-
'h,aped. seven bays wide under a thatched saddle roof and gabled, it is bold in its simplicity with overtones
ol-ciassicism, its basement is partly above ground level, making it almost double-storeyed. Rectangular in
siup'e. the space between the wings was roofed over from the start.
1ffirc elegantly simple main gable has a pediment flanked by sweeping curves reminiscent of Groot
Constantia's Jonkershuis, the winged hourglass in the pediment representing 'Time Flies'. The side gables
tre more elaborate whilst the rear gable has been recreated based on local models. All the gables have sash
mTndows, as are the ground floor windows with their half shutters, those either side of the 2 x 2, arched,
oouhtre front door being four panes wide. The front door with its curved transom is vertically divided as
nas customary for public buildings and is topped by a classical architrave. There is a graceful flight of
fie:rs ro the front stoep, raised above the arcaded basement; the double flight at the rear was added in 1820.
The mterior is of great beauty and most of the fine yellowwood decoration has been retained. As with it's
B@land prototypes there is a wide central passage separated into voor- and agter-kamers by a fine screen
rl ked by two exquisite muurkas with arched tops of Stinkwood with Yellowwood inlay (One a modern
cop..r'of the other).
Rocms lead off to left and right of the central passage and there is a flight of stairs leading down from the
voorksns to the basement which was used for storage, as slave quarters and as a coach house, wine

stor-dge and accommodation for visitors.
BucheXl tells of the building of the parsonage when he stayed in Graaff-Reinet in 1812, and notes how the
congregation supplied the building materials. The yellowwood and thatch were brought in from by ox
wagon from Bosberg and the Baviaans River while the stoep paving came from the Gats River.
The vine in the back garden was planted by Rev Charles Murray in 1870 and has one of the largest
circunferences known. During Rev Charles Murray's tenure the thatch needed replacing and as thatching
was sczrce and regarded as a fire hazard the newly available comrgated iron was used necessitating
altering the pirch of the roof possibly the removal of the gables. It appears that the doors and windows
were also replaced at this time. After the 1980 fire the building was restored in a more authentic manner.
A wagon house was added in 1973 to house associated exhibits and in 1978 the Mill House was added
incorporating a meticulously reconstructed water wheel.
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IUrquhart House

Left: Urquhart house as the Clegg's Midland Hotel, mid 19th century.
Right: Urquhart house in 1988, prior to restoration
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Cover page: front elevation of Urquhart house as restored. Peter Whitlock, 1995

The house is rectangular and two rooms deep. Originally thatched it was built c1820 and must have been

one of the most impressive in the town at the time. The front gable is an excellent example of a neo-

classical pilaster gable and is decorated with an anchor and floral stars. The reason for the unusual motif is

not known but there is a theory that the original owner was related to Admiral van Tromp and the anchor
relates to this connection.

At the turn of the 19'h Century the house was owned by David Carel Schultz and was used as the Clegg's
Midland Hotel at which time the thatch was replaced by comrgated iron, the gables shorn of their

ornamentation and a front veranda added however the original peach stone floor in the kitchen still
remains. ln 191.2 the properfy was bought by the much loved Graaff-Reinet businessman who served as

mayor for 21 years, Herbert Urquhart MBE who named it Kensington after the place of his birth and lived

there for over 50 years during which time it became known as Urquhart House.

In 1990 the house was acquired by the town council and has been restored by the Graaff-Reinet archiect

Peter Whitlock to its former appearance and now forms part of the Reinet House Museum.
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Lantern, July 1986



The Drostdy

The Drostdy today
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Plan as built 1870s Photograph

The building, the second Drostdy, was commenced in 1804 and completed in 1806, to a design by

Thibautt - however, he did not personally oversee the project. Significant changes were made to the

onginal plans. An 1811 sketch by Burchell - the earliest depiction of the building - clearly shows

variations to Thibault's plans. Thibault's original plans show a dome over the vestibule and a bell tower

over the portico, these were however interpreted by the local craftsmen, who may well have been

unfamiliar with working from plans, as a half moon gable. The small windows with sculpted swags above

that were planned were changed to the large sashes that we see today and the classical pilasters supporting

the pediment, and the complicated carved fanlight of Thibault's design were also left out. However, the U-

shaped, five-bay, broad stoeped building with its comer pilasters and segment shaped crowning to the door

remains a fine and unique example of its time.

In 1819 the third Drostdy is built on an adjoining plot as the second proves inadequate, but it remains in

use as a Residency. In 1847 it is bought by JF Ziervogel, parliamentary representative for G-R. In 1855

he seils the land that is to become Stretch's Court. When Ziewogel retiores in 1873 and moves to the

Transvaal, the building, now shom of most of its land, is bought by Henry Kromm and converted into the

Kromm's Drostdy Hotel. Under Kromm, the building obtains a second storey and is fully Victorianized.

Ln 1975. the building is bought by Historical Homes and Oude Meester, and restored as the Drostdy Hotel

rnder the guidence of architect Dirk Visser, whio is awarded a merit award for the project. The

:esiorarion resulted in the formation, together with the adjacent Stretch's Court, of the hotel as it is today.

Stretch's Court
Charies Lennox Smith, an 1819 settler from Bristol in the UK, later Government land Surveyor in G-R, ,
end later member of the Legislative Assembly for Fort Beaufort, purchased a portion of land from the

Drostdy. subdivides it into plots which are transferred to coloured labourers and, possibly, emancipated

rial-es.

Ln X966 the row of workers' cottages is bought by Historical Homes, and restored as part of the Drostdy

F{otei complex.

Sketch of the Drostdy, Burchell, 1811

1870s photograph



Old Dutch Reformed Mission Church
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Built in 1821 as the Oefeningshuis, as per the building in Swellendam which still be#"iiiis name, it has a

Latin cross plan with a schoolroom at the end of the longest wing. Originally thatched it appears in

contemporary photographs to have had triangular capped gables rather than the segmental caps we see

today. The windows with fixed transoms and semicircular heads have had to been replaced with faithful

replicas but the ceilings, including that of the dome at the axis of the cross are original.

This, together with the Huguenot Church in Paarl and the old Church in Tulbagh, is a rare survivor of the

winged and gabled churches that were the ideal combination of the conventional cruciform church plan

and the vernacular style as used for farmhouses.
After it's congregation were dispersed under the group areas act the church was bought by and restored by

the Rupert Foundation and is now the Hester Rupert Art Museum.

St. James Anglican Church
A small stone church built in 1850 after designs by Sophia Gray, by Scots stonemasons. The fine

woodwork is attributed to William Page.

No. I Parsonage Street (The Residency)
It would appear that Johannes Jacobus Gerber built the house some time between 1819 and 1831 when he

sold it William Thomas Brown, although Desiree Picton-Seymour claims it was originally built as a
'tuishuis' for the Rubidge family slightly earlier than Reinet House. Either way the property was in the

Rubidge family until 1916.
An H-shaped, four-bay, comer house under a thatched saddle roof with enclosed side courts, it has a

simple, rather high-shouldered, pedimented front gable with a 12 x 12 sash window and pilasters that are

continued downwards to flank the front door. The end gables are holbol style with double steps at the base

of the top segment, a type peculiar to the Graaff-Reinet district, this is one of the few houses in Graaff-

Reinet to retain it's original gables. Though the 3 x 3 panel door is not original its fanlight is and the high

16 x 16 sash windows with their half shutters and sliding upper halves date from'1825-1830, both the door

and windows have moulded architraves and the walls are rusticated. However, since there is no

voorkamer, only a passage, the half-width windows either side are absent. The house was acquired by the

South African Government in 1916 as the residence for the magistrate it now forms part of the Reinet

House Museum.

Parsonage Street
The oldest street in Graaff Reinet this is one of the finest townscapes still left in the Cape, though there has

been some infill and modernisation it still presents a singular period piece. The best houses are at the

Drostdy end of the street, though the corner buildings on to Church Street are modern.
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23 Parsonage Street
Ttris w.as the old Congregational Church and is now the John Rupert Art Gallery. It is not known when the
burldrng was constructed but it was probably altered about 1880 to it's present style with a straight sided
ga le with belfry at it's apex., long-and-short work around the semi-circular headed front door, flanking
rn'indon's. large rose window and along the corners and gable edge. The building is now used as a theatre.

Ine third Dutch reformed Church, which served the community from 1822 - 86.
&rltem, july 1986 (Cape Archives AGl0742)

The present church, designed by either C.Freeman or J. Bisset, on similar lines as Salisbury Cathedral,
*a: built in 1886 on the site of its two predecessors. One of the largest churches in the country it

:qoresents the most extreme flowering of Gothic Revival but misses the logical coherence of its medieval

Droror)?es. Quite the best part is the bell tower, half the height of which is the spire, some 45 metres high,
and the rmpressive entrance fagade with its serried windows and Gothic arches. The sandstone is local and
q-as donated by A Meser, on whose properfy, Adendorp, it was quarried, and transported by members of

fte community. The roof is unusual, using different coloured slates laid in stripes and patterns crested with

cast iron.

The Pharmacy
In the early 1900's the pharmaceutical company Lennon Ltd took over the, then, single storey properfy and

added the first floor. They completely refitted the store with Honduras mahogany and teak shelves,

crryboards and mirrored fittings as well as the newly fashionable plate glass windowed fagade (presumabiy

atrl designed by the well known Cape Town architect, Anthony de Witt, as. he designed most of their

stores). All of which are still in place today making this one of the finest examples of a Victorian chemist

shop in the country.



Te Water House

This 19th century picture shows the house with thatch

Probably dating from c1818 this H-shaped house was built by a Dr Krebbs, however after his death his

wrdow married Graaff Reinets new Town Clerk Mr F K Te Water from Holland and remained in his

family till the 1960's when it was turned into an arts centre. Though H shaped it is condensed and only has

a long passage instead of side courts. Presumably with the replacement of the original thatch by comrgated

iron, the gables were simplified, and the Victorian lattice-work veranda dates to around 1870. The ceilings,

doors and intemal shutters are all yellowwood.
Possibly the worlds oldest cake was discovered in the loft of the house. Baked for the Golden Wedding

Anniversary of Frans and Caroline Te Water in 1902, it still retains its shape and the intricate yellow and

green design of the icing!

Drostdy Mill
The early settlers were mostly pastoralists, however, being so far from the Cape and having to be self-

sufficient, a small amount of grain was produced in the Sneeuberg area. Consequently the more usual

hand mills proved inadequate and the first water mill, known as the District's Moolen, was built around

1806 at the western end of Caledon Street on the east bank of the Sundays River, where the tennis courts

are now. It fell into disuse by 1815 and a new mill was built in 1820 at the northern end of Cradock Street,
where a furrow was constructed to bring water to turn the wheel and then run off to irrigate the western
portion of Graaff-Reinet.
The new mi1l house was built into the south-western flank of Magazine Hill and appears as a single storey

building from Cradock Street. However there is a single room in the lower storey which housed the gear

and into which the meal-spout opened. The millstones and grain feed mechanism were located above this

room on the upper floor. As their does not seem to have been any provision made for the millers

accommodation in the original, thatched roofed, building the large, flat roofed extension added to the south

around 1860 was probably built for this purpose. Further rooms were added in the 20tr'century and the

thatched roof removed so that the whole building could be roofed with a continuous flat (mono-pitched)

corrugated iron roof. The building has been used solely as a dwelling house for about a century but

remains, probably, the only surviving Drostdy mill in the country.

Other Places of interest
Cradock Street No.'s 52-58, 90, 92, 1.09, 124, 126, 13 5, 17 6
Church Street No. 105
Parsonage Street No. 5, 10, 14, 16, 17 ,20
Church Square No. 18
Somerset Street No. 32



RIETVLEI

The original loan farm was granted to Stephanus Hauptfleischin 1772 (?) The quitent grant of Rietvlei was
made in 1818, to Barend Bartholomew Burger. In 1906 the property passes to the Theron family, who divide
it up into Rheboksberg, Rooiwal and Rietvlei.

The farm is now owned by Richard and Lyall van Rensburg.
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Dwelling house
The current house is not the original homestead - there was an older house directly adjacent to and between

the present house and the wagon house. It was a simple T-plan house, much smaller in scale then the present

dwelling. When the current owners purchased the property in 1974, it was in a very dilapidated condition,

and it was decided to demolish it in 1985, in favour of restoring the more recent building. They applied to

have the house declared a National Monument, which was granted in 1986.

The present house is one of the most prominent Cape Dutch homesteads in the area. It was supposedly built

by Barend Bartholomew Burger in 1819, as one of a pair of identical houses for his two daughters' The

other house survives at Houtconstant, though much altered. Peter Whitlock, however, suggests a

construction date closer to 1 850.

The house is a T-plan with lean-to infills at the rear and a raised front stoep. The front gable features four full

height pilasters of which the outer pair may have supported urns/vases, very similar to Boland Gables of the

cI815's. The end gables are Holbol with pointed caps. The house is an excellent example of a linear layout,

though interior walls do seem to have been moved at some point.

At the end of the 19ft c a new front door and windows were inserted and the thatched roof replaced with cast

rm, however the original yellowwood intemal doors are still in place'

pr1rmg tlrc restoration the gables had to be rebuilt, the walls replastered, and the windows replaced with new

w'ooden frames.
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Froirf elevation and plan of Rietvlei
Peter Whitlock, 1990

Wagon house
The wagon house, seemingly the oldest building on the site is constructed of plastered unbaked brick and

rough-hewn poplar beams.

There was a second house attached to the present homestead and between it and the wagon house, which was

reputed to be older than the present house but this was demolished.

Sketch of Rietvlei's "siste/' farm, Houtconstant
James Walton, from a photograph by W Roe



ROWIERVILLE

The homestead of the former farm De Erf, known as Rouvierville since 1856, is situated on one of three
small parcels of land surveyed in 1804 by Landdros Andries Stockenstr6m. Granted in 1806 to Hendrik
Adriaan Meintjies, these were the only freehold grants made in the early 19fr century outside the bounds of
the vrllage.. Meintjies was acting Landdrost of Graaff-Reinet from 1818 to 1829, and built the present
homestead sometime between 1806 and 1818.

Rouvierville is now owned bv Adv D Harms and Ilse Jordaan.

Ilwelling house
Although it has undergone many alterations over the years, especially to its external appearance, the former
character of the house is still quite discemable, and the internal spaces and detailing remain largely
unchanged.

It rs a typical fully fledged Cape H-plan house with large voorhuis and agterhuls running the full depth of the
building. This type is rare outside of the Westem Cape - the only other remaining example in this area is
Reinet House (the old Parsonage).

The interior of the house, with its fine joinery, high ceilings and generously proportioned rooms bears
r*iuress to the elegant lifestyle of an affluent Graaff-Reinetter of the first quarter of the 19s century.

The house underwent a series of changes towards the end of the 19ft century, probably around 1890. The
most far reaching was the removal of the thatched roof, and the concurrent demise of the front and back
gables as a result.

Tlre significance of the house lies in the fact that it is a very early H-plan house for Graaff-Reinet. It is also
aqpical for the area in that it has a full width voorhuis. (All the other remaining early H-plan houses - Old
Residency and Te Water House, c 1818 - have a nanow voorhuis, nothing more than a passage wide enough
to accommodate the front door. At Rouvierville the courtyard spaces are able to accommodate a full room
6m vtde, while at the other two examples mentioned these spaces invariably are no more than 2m wide. The
overall plan of Rouviervillw thus tends to the square. Overall, this house is very generously proportioned
n'herr compared to the average Graaff-Reinet farmhouse of this period.

Despite its rural setting and original function as a farmhouse, the scale and quality of this building is more
reminiscent of town houses of the time.

Comparison of The Old Residency (left) with Rouvierville (right), drawn to the same scale
Peter Whitlock, 1995



NIEU BETIIESDA

The local population had to travel 7 hours by ox wagon to Graaff-Reinet to attend church and so asked the

Rev Charles Murray to agr€e to build a church in their region. The name Nieu Bethesda is biblical and

means the place of flowing water and the Pienaar family had successfully drained the surrounding

marshland, tuming it into fertile farmland by changing the course of the fast flowing Gats River'

In i875, the farm Uitkyk is bought by the Pienaar family, and serves as the site for the new settlement. The

town is laid out in a grid iron pattern with a twist between Short and Longmarket Streets to accommodate the

curve of the Gats River. Pienaar's house and later his wagon house are initially used for church services on

Sundays, and as a school during the week.

In i881 a proper school is built, the first minister is appointed the followingyear, and in 1905 the foundation

for the church is laid. The church is centrally situated but not on the town's main axis and most public

buildings do not face onto the main street.

Most of the buildings are in the Victorian/Edwardian style and date back to the 1910 - 30's, the town's main

boom period. FacJd with limited building materials most houses are of the Karoo flat roofed style with

plastered and painted walls, many with verandas.

In the 1950s the depopulation of the town sets in. The depopulation is reversed when the town is discovered

in the 1990s, partly due to the growing fame of the Owl House. Various artists and crafts people move in

and begin to restore the abandoned cottages.

Dutch Reformed Church
The Anglo Boer War held up the building of the town's church, which is built in a simplified Cape Gothic

style. The size of the church is remarkable as it can hold 700 worshipers, though the town's population was

some 375! It survives practically intact in all respects, including its gas chandeliers, though no longer

operational.

The Water Mill
Across the Gats River from the Owl House stands the original water mill built by BJ Pienaar in1860 - thus

preadting the town. The present iron wheel replaces an earlier wooden wheel. Water has always been

ptentifufand though it is no longer in working order all the components are still in place and plans are afoot

to restore it to a working condition.

The cemetary
The cemetary predates the village by many years, the oldest gravestone being dated 1786.

The Owl llouse

The most celebrated and unusual house in Nieu Bethesda, situated in River Street,'it was the family home of

Helen Martin who was born here in 1898, attended the local school and furthered her education at the

teacher's training college in Graaff-Reniet. After a failed marriage and a variety ofjobs she returned to Nieu

Bethesda in the 1930's to look after, first her ailing mother who died in 1941, and then her gamrlous father

who died in 1945. She never again left the town and after her father's death retreated into a private world

where she searched for inner fulfilment. Lying alone in her bed one night with the moon shining through

the window she decided to imbue her lonely tife with colour and enchantment and over the years she

transformed the house with the radical and inventive use of coloured glass from old bottles. At night when

lit by candles she could retreat into her own palace of enchantment, her retreat from the ordinariness of

everyday life. Outside the yard grew into a sculpture garden populated with all manner of birds and beasts

togeitrei with a pilgrimage of shepherds and wise men all travelling to Helen's own designation of the

mlstical east. Though her self-imposed task had not been completed, failing eyesight at the age of 78 led to

her committing suicide by drinking caustic soda in 1976.



LEKOOG

Lekoog, originally known as UitlEk, was a loan farm first occupied by Andries van der Walt In 1842 the
freehold title was transferred to Matthys Jacobus Pretorius (sr), and Matthys Jacobus Pretorius (nr). In 1858
a subdivision, on which Nieu Bethesda was laid out, was transferred to Barond Jacobus Pienaar and Charles
Naude.

The homestead is situated at the base of a north facing slope enclosing the Gats River valley south of Nieu
Betrhesda. There are two dwellings, a wagon house (c1870) and a mill (c1850). The buildings were
recorded by Peter Whitlock in 1990.

Dwelling no. one dates from cl820 - a T-shaped consisting of four room wide front portion under a pitched
comrgated iron roof, raised above a stoep, and a kitchen with attached bakoond as a flat-roofed extension at
the rear. It appears that the core of the building was a simple three room wide rectangular house - original
wall positions can be traced on the ceiling - to which a fourth room with external access obly was added
later. If this is correct, the facade was changed cat the same time to be symmetrical across the four rooms,
with a central gable over the front door.

The flat-roofed dwelling is a squat rectangular on plan, gonsisting of a two-room wide frontage and central
passage leading to two rooms at the rear, the right hand one being the kitchen. There is a storage loft over
the whole building, giving it the appearance of a double-storey dwelling. Access to the loft is via a stone
staircase attached to the west side.

The attached mill house is a rectangular, three room wide building with pitched comrgated iron roof. The
mill was housed in the wider end room, and the mill race ran past this gable end. The mill machinery has
since been removed, but was recorded by Peter Whitlock and is now at the farm Wellwood.

koog is now owned by Mr $S",Rubidge of Wellwood.
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LETTSKRAAL

-A.hhough no loan record has been traced, Lettslraal could well be the oldest surviving structure erected by
senlers of European origin in the Eastern Cape. Lettskraal was granted in perpetual quitrent to Rudolf
Gerhardus Petms Pretorius in 1819. ln 1827 the farm was transferred to Andries Wilhelmus Jacobus
Fretonus - the later Voortrekker leader.

$-fren Andnes Pretorius left the Cape for the Transvaal in 1838 he put the farm up for sale. It was advertised
in tha Cape Town newspaper De Zuidafrikaan as "approximately 4000 morgen, with 7000 vines, 100 orange
and naardie trees, dwelling house, smith's and wagon maker's workshop, etc".

The house
The main dwelling is a 5 bay T-plan house. The core of the house is of great age, an assumption supported
b1' the diminutive scale of the house and the construction methods used - walls are of cob (opgeklei). h
apparently started out c. 1800 as a typical linear three-roomed pioneer dwelling, consisting of a large central
room flanked by two smaller rooms on either side. The house underwent major remodelling c. 1910, and
onll' one of the original intemal walls remains - that separating the central main room from the right hand
side room.

The house has matchboard timber ceilings, applied over an older reed ceiling. It is quite possible that the

house originally had no ceilings, or at least the right hand side room had no ceiling - the fact that the internal
dir.idrng wall extends into the roof space is a clear indication of this. Furthermore soot deposits on this wall

suggests that this was the original kitchen.

By 1816 the house had been extended by the addition of a wing to the rear, to create a T-plan configuration,
as is shown on a surveyor's diagram of the period. By 1869 the dwelling comprised 6 rooms, a kitchen and a

storeroom, but we do know from a photograph of c. 1898 that the building only took on the form shown on

the plan above subsequently, probably c 1910.

Dunng restoration, some of the rooms have been removed, to restore the house to a T-shape configuration,
with only the kitchen remaining as a lean-to attached to the rear leg of the T.

Outbuilding
The outbuilding, the only one remaining of the former three at the homestead, is of more recent construction

than the house, as is borne out by the comparatively larger scale of the building, and the more sophisticated

construction - the walls are entirely of stone. This building had apparently not been erected when Pretorius

sold the farm in 1838, as it is not mentioned in the advertisement in De Zuid-Afrikaan. An advertisement in

the Graaff-Reinet Herald of 1855 describes the building as containing "several family apartments, rooms for

-l

1



servants, wagon house and large stable with forage lofts...". The building remains largely unchanged in plan,

however the lofts no longer exist, as the pitched roof was replaced by a flat roof c. 1950.
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ABERDEEN

Historical Overview

1855

1857

1858

1859
tm7

The congregation splits from Graaff-Reniet, the farm Brakkefontein is used and the

house altered to function as a church.

The intial plots of land owned and surrounded by the church are auctioned and the town

of Aberdeen is launched.
The town becomes a municipality and Henry Marriott draws up plans for the town

(which is named for the birth place of Andrew Murray in whose parish the new town

fell) in a tight grid pattem. The octagonal erf in the centre of the town is set aside for the

church with the four main streets radiating from the short sides. Market and Outspan

Squares are established on either side. Two thirds of the erfs are supplied with water

frrrrows.
The foundation stone of the church is laid.
An extension is added to the church which incorporates the clock tower.

Aberdeen is one of the best preserved of the Karoo towns, with over 200 houses dated before 1890 and

has been declared a ArchiteCtural Conservation town. Unusually the main road into town lines up with

the Market Square with the church and attendant Church Sheet three blocks east. However this could be

accormted foiUy the fact that the original church faced down what is now called Market Street, the road

to Willowmore. The grander of thelowns buildings date back to the tum of the 20ft century when the

Angora and Merino boom was at its height.
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Dutch Reformed Church

Completed in 1907 in the Cape Gothic tradition with restrained classicist elements, cruciform in plan it
incorporates the first church as the transept however the 'arms' have been extended and topped by dwarf
towers representing the 'wounds' of Christ. At over 50 metres the church tower is the highest in South
Africa but is 18 ins out of true due to the weight of the rooftiles on the wooden framework added to the
top. The garden has a large olive tree originating from the Garden of Gethsemane.

Wesleyan Church

This simple stone built, rectangular building (completed in 1882) with Gothic buttresses and arched
windows has a bell tower unusually topped by a belfry of cast iron lacework.

Aberdeen Trading Co (Pty) Ltd.

This building, once a simple Cape Karoo Georgian building functioning as a utilitarian market hall was
remodelled in its present style to mark Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee.

Magistrates Court & Post Office Building

Somewhat of a ptzzle this Flemish revival building dating from 1898 is by far the most magnificent of
Aberdeen's buildings. Some say that it was actually intended for Fauresmith in the Free State. Built in the
Arts and Crafts style it features robust stonework, a tapering octagonal tower topped by a spire terminating
in an onion dome sprouting a flagpole, and belled-out red tiled roof topped with terra-cotta dragons.
Built by the Department of Public Works it originally also housed the government offices when the town
was surrounded by Boer Forces in the Anglo Boer War and is the only National Monument in Aberdeen.

Police Station

Originally a private home with an adjoining general store, this is the only double storey building in
Aberdeen. Opposite are some large stones, one of which is believed to be the original Post Office stone for
the town.

Many of Aberdeen's houses are richly decorated and intricately designed with domes, gables, turrets,
broekie lace and plaster motifs much in the style of the Dutch architects of the Transvaal Republic. A few
still sport the once fashionable conservatories constructed of wooden and iron fretwork with richly hued
coloured glass. Even the garden walls are interesting with wire work, and plaster ornamentation.

Interesting examples are:
Pagel House, Stockenstrom Street built in 1897 by Logie.
De Denne, Darling Street built in 1894 by Steinhobel.
Villeria Guest House, Grey Street, built in 1899 by Steinhobel
Carmen Villa, Porter Street built in 1898 by Maske.


